
SUMMARY

Comcast knew Gen Z was a high value consumer tribe for its Xfinity brand, but its general offers weren’t winning 

them over. The company wanted to provide them with an exclusive offer, but was concerned about discount 

abuse if non-students redeemed it. To meet this challenge, Comcast partnered with Amazon Music to create 

a compelling offer and protected it with SheerID’s Identity Marketing Platform. The result was a top selling 

program that generated unprecedented year-over-year growth for Xfinity Student.

SUCCESS STORY

Comcast’s Xfinity Student Offer 
Increases Subscriptions by 6x 
and Conversions by 91%

Comcast’s Student Offer Made Xfinity Student the

Top Performing Gated  
Program in Comcast History

https://www.sheerid.com/identity-marketing-platform/


Comcast is a telecom giant with stellar streaming 

media, but when it came to the fast-growing Gen Z 

audience, the brand was losing ground to competitors. 

The company knew its content appealed to the digitally 

savvy 18-to-24 year-olds—a fast growing segment that 

offered the brand incredible revenue potential. The 

challenge was to find the right way to engage them. 

“Comcast has product superiority to serve the needs of  

Gen Z, but we didn’t have the means to provide 

exclusive subscription packages that appeal just to 

them,” said Cheri Davies, Comcast’s senior director of  

acquisition marketing. “Not being able to securely  

target students kept us from developing a truly 

rich offer and limited our ability to effectively  

re-engage them.” 

Comcast needed to find a way to reach Gen Z college 

students while protecting the offer from discount 

abuse. The process also needed to give Comcast   

first-party data so it could fully own the brand 

relationships and nurture them as Gen Zers graduated 

and moved into their adult lives and careers.

Not being able to securely target
students kept us from developing a
truly rich offer and limited our ability  

to effectively re-engage them.

CHALLENGE

Reach Gen Z with a secure offer 

that builds loyalty.

Cheri Davies 
Senior Director of Acquisition Marketing
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Comcast’s research confirmed it had three of Gen 

Z’s top four priorities: fast internet, streaming media, 

and gaming. Music was the only thing missing, so the 

company partnered with Amazon Music to develop 

an unforgettable Gen Z package. For one low price, 

college students could receive fast internet, Comcast’s 

great content, six months of Amazon Music Unlimited 

free, and a $150 Visa prepaid card. To secure the offer, 

Comcast used SheerID’s Identity Marketing Platform. 

Students would simply visit Comcast’s landing page 

and enter basic information, such as their email 

address and the college they attended. SheerID  

would instantly verify their eligibility, and students 

would finish subscribing without ever leaving 

Comcast’s website. The new approach was just what 

Comcast needed.

“SheerID provided a 100% guarantee that only 

students could redeem the offer, which gave us the 

confidence to make it really appealing to Gen Z 

without any fear of losing revenue to discount abuse,” 

Cheri said. “SheerID’s verification process occurred 

entirely within the Comcast brand experience and 

gave us direct access to first-party data we could use 

to nurture the students into lifelong customers. The 

platform set us up for success.”

With the offer in place, Cheri’s team went to work 

developing an omnichannel marketing strategy. 

They dialed in keywords in online organic and paid 

search, hired student ambassadors to promote the 

offer on campuses and through social media, and 

created campus partnerships to boost word-of-mouth. 

Comcast also provided live support in its stores and 

call centers for Gen Zers who were researching deals.

Use SheerID’s Identity Marketing 

Platform to secure a great offer 

and collect first-party data.

SOLUTION

SheerID’s verification process occurred 
entirely within the Comcast brand experience 
and gave us direct access to first-party  data 

we could use to nurture the students into 
lifelong customers.

“
Cheri Davies 

Senior Director of Acquisition Marketing

https://www.xfinity.com/student


Partnering with SheerID unleashed Comcast’s full 

potential with Gen Zers. The offer with Amazon Music 

won their attention and drove 6x growth in subscriptions 

year-over-year—a mind-blowing increase, even for a 

savvy company like Comcast.

“Xfinity’s College Student Program is the top 

performing gated program in Comcast history, and 

much of the credit goes to SheerID,” said Cheri. 

“The platform fully ensured we could reach the 

right audience and deliver offers that Gen Z found 

appealing, while also right-sizing our investment. 

We could never have launched such an ambitious 

campaign and seen such incredible results without 

SheerID’s verification assurance.”

In addition to tremendous growth, Cheri said 

the program generated high levels of Gen Z 

engagement—a remarkable feat, given how difficult 

achieving that had been in the past. The largest 

increase came from organic and paid search, and year-

over-year conversions increased by 91%.

Cheri is elated by the campaign’s performance and 

grateful for the trust she has in SheerID.

“SheerID’s verification process is rigorous and rock 

solid, and their team stood up to every task and was 

onboard with us 24/7,” Cheri said. “Partnering with 

SheerID has given us a powerful new way to capture 

and retain our ideal customer segment, and has set us 

up for long-term success.”

Unprecedented program 

growth, brand awareness,  

and sales to Gen Z.
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“Partnering with SheerID has given us a 
powerful new way to capture and retain  
our ideal customer segment, and has set  

us up for long-term success.

Cheri Davies 
Senior Director of Acquisition Marketing

INCREASE IN CONVERSIONS

91%

INCREASE IN SUBSCRIBERS

6x

RESULTS

Xfinity Student  
Program Success


